News and Announcements

2017 American Philosophical Association Eastern Division Meeting: International Berkeley Society Session
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland; 6 January 2017
Chair: Amanda Whooley (Oglethorpe U)
Samuel Rickless (UC San Diego): “Is Shepherd’s Pen Mightier Than Berkeley’s Word?”
Jennifer Smalligan Marušić (Brandeis): “Berkeley on the Objects of Perception”
S. Seth Bordner (U Alabama): “What Berkeley’s ‘Master Argument’ Is and Is Not; What It Does and Does Not”

International Berkeley Conference on The Querist
National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland, 18-20 May 2017
Organizers: Daniel Carey and Bertil Belfrage

Bertil Belfrage (Lund): “Berkeley’s Social Philosophy”
George Caffentzis (Southern Maine): “‘Exciting the Industry of Mankind’: Response to Critics”
Daniel Carey (NUI Galway): “Berkeley and Island Nations”
Daniel E. Flage (James Madison): “The Querist: Social Engineering and Natural Law”
Adam Grzelinski (Nicolaus Copernicus): “The Development of Berkeley’s Thinking about Economics”
Marc Hight (Hampden-Sydney): “From the Querist to Nudge: A Critical Analysis of Forms of Paternalism”
David Hilbert (Illinois, Chicago): “Money, Power, Vision and Touch”
Patrick Kelly (Trinity C Dublin): “Is there more to Berkeley’s decision to publish the emasculated version of The Querist in 1750 than his Prefatory Advertisement implies?”
Edward McPhail (Dickinson/Illinois) and Salim Rashid (Utara Malaysia/Illinois): “Berkeley’s Rules for Sound Banking”
Eoin Magennis (Ulster): “Berkeley’s Querist and Understanding the State of Ireland in 1735–37”
Kenneth L. Pearce (Trinity C Dublin): “Berkeley’s Immaterialist Monetary Policy”
Marta Szymańska-Lewoszewska (Nicolaus Copernicus): “The Influence of The Querist on Economic Theory in the 1740s and 1750s”

Berkeley’s philosophy after the Principles and Three Dialogues
Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, Poland, 23-26 October 2017
Organizers: Adam Grzelinski and Bertil Belfrage

2018 American Philosophical Association Eastern Division Meeting: International Berkeley Society Session
Savannah Convention Center, Savannah, Georgia; 5 January 2018
Organizers: Seth Bordner and Nancy Kendrick

International Berkeley Conference: Berkeley and His Contemporaries
Newport, Rhode Island, 13-16 June 2018
Organizers: Keota Fields, Bertil Belfrage, and Nancy Kendrick